WHY

DIGITAL
BILLBOARDS?
Digital billboards offer more flexibility than most out of
home (OOH) advertising mediums. Unlike most billboard
ads, a digital billboard can be updated in real time.
Real-time updates bring billboard rental into the digital
age by using electronic billboards with software that
updates digital bulletins instantly.

WHAT

IS BLIP?

The Founders here at Blip saw a need to eliminate those large contracts that smaller
businesses could not afford. Everyone should have the opportunity to get on a billboard!
Blip has revolutionized the industry by offering advertisers an opportunity to buy as
much or as little digital billboard advertising space as they want–one “blip” at a time.

No contracts or
minimums–you can buy
billboard advertising
space without a large
financial commitment.

Since Blip is self-serve,
you can make changes
and enable or disable
your client’s campaigns
at any time.

WHY

By targeting specific
times of day and days of
the week, you only pay
for space when it is most
valuable to your clients.

Clients only pay for what
they get (pay per blip),
and only when it meets
their budget
requirements.

You can easily
participate on a large
number of boards across
the country from one
place.

ADVERTISE
WITH BLIP?

Digital billboards increase the effectiveness of your other marketing channels
by increasing your brand recognition and recall, which produces uplift on all
advertising mediums. Blip allows small- and medium-sized businesses to
achieve greater flexibility, geographic reach, mass visibility and more campaign
control than ever before.
By advertising with Blip, you will have access to hundreds of billboards across
the United States & Canada. Because you only pay per blip, you have the
flexibility to diversify when, where, and how you are seen. Get your Brand on!
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DOES
BLIP WORK?

Digital Billboard operators divide the time on a board
into multiple slots (usually 8) selling each slot to a
separate advertiser.
Blip has already contracted with these sign owners to
get slots on their digital billboards for Blip Partners
and Advertisers.
The board cycles through the slots, playing each
advertiser’s ad, one-by-one, for a specific number of
seconds (usually 7.5-10); and then the playback
repeats.
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AutoRacing

Each ad is displayed in rotation 24/7.

With Blip, there are NO contracts,
you could start your campaign TODAY,
and end whenever you want!

BlipBillboards.com

